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Abstract

An acyclic vertex coloring of a graph is a proper vertex coloring such that there are no bichromatic
cycles. The acyclic chromatic number ofG, denoteda(G), is the minimum number of colors required
for acyclic vertex coloring of a graphG = (V,E). For a familyF of graphs, the acyclic chromatic
number ofF , denoted bya(F ), is defined as the maximuma(G) over all the graphsG ∈ F . In this
paper we show thata(F) = 12, whereF is the family of graphs of maximum degree 6 by presenting a
linear time algorithm to achieve this bound.

Keywords: Graph theory, analysis of algorithms.

1 Introduction

A proper coloring of the vertices of a graphG = (V, E) is an assignment of colors to the vertices so that
no two neighbors get the same color. A proper coloring is said to be acyclic ifthe coloring does not induce
any bichromatic cycles. The acyclic chromatic number of a graphG is denoteda(G), and is the minimum
number of colors required to acyclically color the vertices ofG.

The concept of acyclic coloring of a graph was introduced by Grunbaum [14] and is further studied
in the last two decades in several works, [3, 1, 7, 8, 9, 4] among others. Determination ofa(G) is a hard
problem even theoretically. For example, Kostochka [16] proves that it isan NP-complete problem to decide
for a given arbitrary graphG whethera(G) ≤ 3.

Given the computational difficulty involved in determininga(G), several authors have looked at acycli-
cally coloring particular families of graphs. In this context, Borodin [7] focuses on the family of planar
graphs, the family of planar graphs with ”large” girth [10], 1-planar graphs [9], outer planar graphs [24],
d-dimensional grids [13], graphs of maximum degree 3 [14, 23], and ofmaximum degree 4 [11].

Another direction that has yielded fruits is that of the using the probabilistic method and the Lovasz
Local Lemma (LLL) [6]. Using this method, it was shown by Alon et al. [3] that any graph of maximum
degree D can be acyclically colored usingO(∆4/3) colors, thus showing thata(G) ≤ Ω(∆4/3/(log ∆)1/3).
In the same paper, it was also shown that, asn → ∞, there exist graphs with maximum degree∆ and
requiringΩ(∆4/3/(log ∆)1/3) colors for an acyclic coloring. The above two results are based on the prob-
abilistic method. They further showed that a greedy algorithm exists to acyclically color any graphG with
maximum degree∆ using∆2 + 1 colors. This was later improved by Albertson et al. [2] to show that
a(G) ≤ ∆(∆ − 1) + 2.

Focusing on the family of graphs with a small maximum degree∆, it was proved by Skulrattanakulchai
[23] thata(G) ≤ 4 for any graph of maximum degree 3. Burnstein [11] showed thata(G) ≤ 5 for any graph
of degree maximum 4. The work of Skulrattanakulchai was extended by Fertin and Raspaud [12] to show
that it is possible to acyclically vertex color a graphG of maximum degree∆ using at most∆(∆ − 1)/2
colors. In the same paper, it was also shown that for any graphG of maximum degree 5,a(G) ≤ 9 and
there exists a linear time algorithm to acyclically colorG using at most 9 colors.Recently, Yadav et al. [29]
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extended the work of Skulrattanakulchai [23] to show that any graph ofmaximum degree 5 can be colored
using at most 8 colors.

In this paper, we show that any graph of maximum degree 6 can be acyclically colored using at most
12 colors. Our result thus improves the state-of-the-art for the considered family from 15 colors [12] to
12.Below, we first introduce the notation that is used in the rest of the paper.

1.1 Notation

For a positive integerk, [k] refers to the set of positive integers{1, 2, ..., k}. ForW ⊆ V (G), N(W ), is the
set of all vertices inV (G) \ W that are adjacent to some vertex inW . We borrow notation from [23].

Definition 1.1 Let W ∈ V (G). The neighborhood ofW , denotedN(W ), is the set of all vertices in
V (G) \ W that are adjacent to some vertex inW . A neighbor ofW is a vertex inN(W ). N(v) stands for
N({v}).

Definition 1.2 A partial coloring is an assignment of colors to a subset ofV (G) such that the colored
vertices induce a graph with an acyclic coloring.

SupposeG has a partial coloring. Letα, β be any two colors. An alternatingα, β-path is a path in
G with each vertex colored eitherα or β. An alternating path is an alternatingα, β path for some colors
α, β. A path is odd or even according to the parity of number of edges it contains. Let v be an uncolored
vertex. A colorα ∈ [12] is availablefor v if no neighbor ofv is coloredα. A color α ∈ [12] is feasible
for v if assigning colorα to v still results in a partial coloring. LetCv be a cycle inG containing vertexv.
A cycle Cv is α, β dangerous ifCv − v is an evenα, β–alternating path. A cycleCv is dangerous if it is
α, β-dangerous for some colorsα, β.

Definition 1.3 We call a vertexv as asinglevertex if all its colored neighbors receive distinct colors.

Notice that the above definition also treats a vertexv with some uncolored neighbors but the colored
neighbors having distinct colors as a single vertex. The notion of a single vertex is useful because recoloring
is easy at single vertices.

1.2 Our Results

In this paper, we show that any graphG with maximum degree bounded by 6 can be acyclically colored
using 12 colors. We show this result by extending a partial coloring by onevertexv at a time. During this
process, in some scenarios it is required that we recolor some of the vertices already colored so as to make a
color feasible for the vertex which we try to color. However, note that this recoloring, if required, is limited
to the neighborhood of the neighbors ofv, in all cases. Specifically, we show the following lemmata which
result in Theorem 1.7.

Lemma 1.4 Let π be any partial coloring ofG using colors in[12] and letv be any uncolored vertex. Ifv
has less than 4 colored neighbors, then there exists a colorα ∈ [12] feasible forv.

Lemma 1.5 Let π be any partial coloring ofG using colors in[12] and letv be any uncolored vertex. Ifv
has exactly either four or five colored neighbors, then there exists a partial coloring π1 of G using colors
in [12] and a colorα ∈ [12] so thatπ1 has the same domain asπ, π(x) 6= π1(x) impliesx ∈ N(v) or
x ∈ N(N(v)) andα is feasible forv underπ1.
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Lemma 1.6 Let π be any partial coloring ofG using colors in[12] and letv be any uncolored vertex. If
v has six colored neighbors, then there exists a partial coloringπ1 of G using colors in[12] and a color
α ∈ [12] so thatπ1 has the same domain asπ, π(x) 6= π1(x) impliesx ∈ N(v) or x ∈ N(N(v)), andα is
feasible forv underπ1.

We show that in all the above lemmata, bothπ1 andα can be found inO(1) time. Hence, we have:

Theorem 1.7 The vertices of any graphG of degree at most 6 can be acyclically colored using 12 colors in
O(n) time, wheren is the number of vertices.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we prove Lemma 1.4. In Section 3 and 4, we
prove Lemmata 1.5 and 1.6 respectively. The paper ends with some concludingremarks in Section 5.

2 Proof of Lemma 1.4

We may assume without loss of generality that all 6 neighborsw, x, y, z, t, u exist. Vertexv has at most 6
neighbors.

As maximum number of colored neighbors ofv is three assume without loss of generality they are
{w, x, y}. At any time maximum number of available colors forv is nine.Any of{w, x, y} can participate
at most five1, β– dangerous cycles and each suchCv cycle contains two neighbors ofv. Hence there are at
most seven dangerousCv cycles. Sincev has at least nine colors available but at most seven of them are not
feasible, at least two colors are feasible forv.

3 Proof of Lemma 1.5

In this section we deal the case wherev has exactly either four or five colored neighbors. We deal the proof
in several cases depending on the colors of the neighbors ofv.

1: v has exactly four colored neighbors: We further subdivide this case intothree sub cases.

1.a- Whenv has at least one uniquely colored neighbor.

When no two neighbors ofv have the same color, it can be seen thatv has eight available colors,
and all of them are feasible forv. Otherwise, assume without loss of generality that the colored
neighbors ofv are{w, x, y, z}, andz is uniquely colored. At any time number of available
colors forv is at least nine. Any of{w, x, y} can participate at most five1, β– dangerous cycles
and each suchCv cycle contain two neighbors ofv. Hence, there are at most seven dangerous
Cv cycles. Sincev has at least nine colors available but at most seven of them are not feasible,
at least two colors are feasible forv.

1.b- When there are two colors so that each color appears at exactly two neighbors: Assume without
loss of generality thatπ(w) = π(x) = 1 andπ(y) = π(z) = 2. Hence, there are at most five
1, β-dangerousCv cycles. Similarly, there are at most five2, β-dangerousCv cycles. However,
only ten colors are available tov. Thus, none of the available colors may be feasible forv. We
proceed with the following case distinction.

i- If any of {w, x, y, z} is a single vertex: Assume without loss of generality thatw has neigh-
bors colored 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7. Defineπ1 by settingπ1(w) = 8 and settingπ1(s) = π(s)
for all other colored verticess. Then,π1 is also a partial coloring. Moreover, underπ1, this
case converts to sub case [1.a] above.
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ii- If none of {w, x, y, z} is a single vertex: In this case, any vertex in{w, x, y, z} has at most
4 different colored vertices. Thus, any neighbor ofv can participate in at most 4 dangerous
Cv cycles, and eachCv cycle contains two neighbors ofv. Hence, there are at most 8
dangerousCv cycles. Sincev has 10 available colors but at most 8 of them are not feasible,
at least two of them are feasible.

1.c- When there is one color appears at all four colored neighbors: Assume without loss of generality
thatπ(w) = π(x) = π(y) = π(z) = 1. Any vertex in{w, x, y, z} can participate in at most five
dangerousCv cycles, and eachCv cycle contains two neighbors ofv. Hence, there are at most
10 dangerousCv cycles. Sincev has 11 available colors but at most 10 of them are not feasible,
at least one color is feasible forv.

2: Whenv has five colored neighbors, we split the proof into 5 cases.

2.a- Whenv has at least two uniquely colored neighbors.

If no two neighbors ofv have the same color, thenv has seven available colors, and all of
them are feasible forv. Otherwise assume without loss of generality the colored neighbors are
{w, x, y, z, u} and{z, u} are uniquely colored. At any time at least 8 colors are available forv.
Any of {w, x, y} can participate in at most five1, β– dangerous cycles and each suchCv cycle
contains two neighbors ofv. Hence there are at most seven dangerousCv cycles. Sincev has at
least eight colors available but at most seven of them are not feasible, at least one color feasible
for v.

2.b- If all the four neighbors have the same color and one is differently colored: Assume without loss
of generality thatπ(w) = π(x) = π(y) = π(z) = 1 andπ(u) = 2. Any vertex in{w, x, y, z}
can participate in at most five dangerousCv cycles, and eachCv cycle contains two neighbors
of v. Hence there are at most 10 dangerousCv cycles. Thus, none of the available color may be
feasible forv. We now deal with two cases. So we make the following case distinction.

i- If any of {w, x, y, z} is a single vertex: Assume without loss of generality thatw has neigh-
bors colored 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7. Defineπ1 by settingπ1(w) = 8 andπ1(s) = π(s) for all
other colored verticess. Then,π1 is also a partial coloring. Moreover, underπ1, this case
converts to Case [2.a] of this section.

ii- If none of {w, x, y, z} is a single vertex: In this case, any vertex in{w, x, y, z} has at most
4 differently colored vertices. Thus, any colored neighbor ofv can participate in at most 4
dangerousCv cycles, and eachCv cycle contains two neighbors ofv. Hence, there are at
most 8 dangerousCv cycles. Sincev has 10 available colors but at most 8 of them are not
feasible, at least two of them are feasible.

2.c- If all the five neighbors have the same color: Assume without loss of generality thatπ(w) =
π(x) = π(y) = π(z) = π(u) = 1. Any vertex in{w, x, y, z, u} can participate in at most five
dangerousCv cycles, and eachCv cycle contains two neighbors ofv. Hence there are at most
12 dangerousCv cycles. Thus, none of the available color may be feasible forv. We now deal
with two cases.

i- If any of {w, x, y, z, u} is a single vertex: Assume without loss of generality thatw has
neighbors colored 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7. Defineπ1 by settingπ1(w) = 8 andπ1(s) = π(s) for
all other colored verticess. Then,π1 is also a partial coloring. Moreover, underπ1, this
case converts to Case 2.b of this section.

ii- If none of {w, x, y, z, u} is a single vertex: In this case, any vertex in{w, x, y, z, u} has
at most 4 differently colored vertices. Thus, any neighbor ofv can participate in at most 4
dangerousCv cycles, and eachCv cycle contains two neighbors ofv. Hence, there are at
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most 10 dangerousCv cycles. Sincev has 11 available colors but at most 10 of them are
not feasible, at least one of them is feasible.

2.d- When there are three colors so that two of them appear at two verticeseach exactly and the other
neighbor is colored with the third color:

Assume without loss of generality thatπ(w) = π(x) = 1, andπ(y) = π(z) = 2 andπ(u) = 3.
There are at most five1, β– dangerousCv cycles for someβ involving the path{w, v, x} and at
most five2, β–dangerousCv cycles for someβ involving the path{y, v, z}. Hence, presently,
no color is feasible forv. To find a feasible color forv, we make the following case distinction.

i- If any of {w, x, y, z} is a single vertex: Assume without loss of generality thatw has neigh-
bors colored 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8. Defineπ1 by settingπ1(w) = 9 and settingπ1(s) = π(s)
for all other colored verticess. Thenπ1 is also a partial coloring. Moreover, underπ1, this
case converts to Case 2.a of this section.

ii- If none of {w, x, y, z} is a single vertex: In this case, any vertex in{w, x, y, z} has at most
4 different colored vertices. Thus, any neighbor ofv can participate in at most 4 dangerous
Cv cycles, and eachCv cycle contains two neighbors ofv. Hence, there are at most 8
dangerousCv cycles. Sincev has 9 available colors but at most 8 of them are not feasible,
at least one of them is feasible.

2.e- When there are two colors so that one color appears at three neighbors and other color appears
at two neighbors: Assume without loss of generality thatπ(w) = π(x) = π(y) = 1, and
π(z) = π(u) = 2.There are at most seven1, β– dangerousCv cycles for someβ involving
the path{w, v, x}, {y, v, x} , {w, v, y} and at most five2, β– dangerousCv cycles for someβ
involving the path{u, v, z}. Hence, presently, no color is feasible forv. To find a feasible color
for v, we make the following case distinction.

i- If any of {w, x, y} is a single vertex: Assume without loss of generality thatw has neighbors
colored 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7. Defineπ1 by settingπ1(w) = 8 and settingπ1(s) = π(s) for all
other colored verticess. Thenπ1 is also a partial coloring. Moreover, underπ1, this case
converts to Case[2.d] of this section.

ii- If any of {z, u} is a single vertex: Assume without loss of generality thatz has neighbors
colored 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7. Defineπ1 by settingπ1(w) = 8 and settingπ1(s) = π(s) for all
other colored verticess. Thenπ1 is also a partial coloring. Moreover, underπ1, this case
converts to Case[2.a] of this section.

iii- If none of {w, x, y, z, u} is a single vertex: If no available color is feasible forv then there
must be six1, β–dangerousCv cycles and four2, β–dangerousCv cycles. Assume without
loss of generality they are 1,3-, 1,4-, 1,5-, 1,6-, 1,7-, 1,8-, and 2,9-, 2,10-, 2,11-, and 2,12-
dangerous cycles. This implies that the neighbors ofz are colored with colors 9, 10, 11, 12
and another neighbor should be colored any of{9, 10, 11, 12}. Let that color be 9 and let the
like neighbors ofz bez1, z2, i.e.,z1 andz2 are colored with color 9. The available colors
for recoloringz is any of{3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8}. Suppose we defineπ1 by settingπ1(w) = k
wherek is the color missing from{3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8} in the colored neighbors ofz1 andz2 and
setting,π1(s) = π(s) for all other colored verticess. Moreover, underπ1 this case converts
to Case 2.a of this section.

4 Proof of Lemma 1.6

We divide proof of Lemma 1.6 into seven sub-cases.
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1: If at most three neighbors ofv have the same color and all other neighbors are differently colored. We
show that in this case, there is always a feasible color forv without recoloring any colored vertex. To
this end, we break the proof into three scenarios.

1.a- No two neighbors ofv have the same color: In this case,v has six available colors, and all of
them are feasible forv.

1.b- If exactly two neighbors ofv colored with the same color and the remaining neighbors are
colored differently: Assume without loss of generality thatπ(w) = π(x) = 1, π(y) = 2,
π(z) = 3, π(t) = 4, andπ(u) = 5. Thus colors [6-12] are available forv. Any dangerous cycle
involving v is 1, β–dangerous for someβ and it involves the path{w, v, x}. As∆ = 6, no more
than 5 colors can be the colorβ in any1, β-dangerous cycle involvingv. Hence there are at least
2 colors are feasible forv.

1.c- When there are four colors so that one color appears at three neighbors and other three colors ap-
pears at exactly one neighbor: Assume without loss of generality thatπ(w) = π(x) = π(y) = 1,
π(z) = 2, π(t) = 3, andπ(u) = 4. Thus colors [5-12] are available forv. Any of {w, x, y} can
participate at most five1, β– dangerous cycles and each suchCv cycle contains two neighbors
of v. Hence there are at most seven dangerousCv cycles. Sincev has eight colors available, at
least one of the color is available forv.

2: If two neighbors ofv have the same color and another two are colored with the same, but different
from above, color, and the other two are differently colored: Assume without loss of generality that
π(w) = π(x) = 1, π(y) = π(z) = 2, π(u) = 3, andπ(t) = 4. There are at most five1, β– dangerous
Cv cycles for someβ involving the path{w, v, x} and at most five2, β– dangerousCv cycles for
someβ involving the path{y, v, z}. Hence, presently, no color is feasible forv. To find a feasible
color forv, we proceed by making following case distinction.

2.a- If any of{w, x, y, z} is a single vertex: Assume without loss of generality thatw has neighbors
colored5, 6, 7, 8, 9. Defineπ1 by settingπ1(w) = 10 and settingπ1(s) = π(s) for all other
colored verticess. Thenπ1 is also a partial coloring. Moreover, underπ1, this case converts to
Case 1 of this section.

2.b- If none of{w, x, y, z} is a single vertex: For no available color to be feasible forv there must
be four1, β-dangerousCv cycles and four2, β-dangerousCv cycles. Assume without loss of
generality that there are1, 5, 1, 6, 1, 7, 1, 8, and2, 9-, 2, 10-, 2, 11-, and2, 12-dangerousCv

cycles. This implies that neighbors ofw andx are colored with colors in{5, 6, 7, 8} and another
neighbor should be colored with any of{5, 6, 7, 8}. Let that color be 5 and let the like neighbors
of w bew1, w2, i.e.,w1 andw2 are colored with color 5. If none ofw1 or w2 have a neighbor
colored with color 1, apart fromw, then the color 5 is feasible forv since there is no possibility of
1, 5–dangerousCv cycles. Otherwise, without loss of generality, letw1 have a neighbor colored
with color 1. We distinguish between two cases. If the neighborhood ofw1 has vertices colored
with colors among{1, 9, 10, 11, 12}, we defineπ1 asπ1(w) to be any of{9, 10, 11, 12}, π1(w1)
to be any of 3 or 4, andπ1 agrees withπ at all other colored vertices. Under this definition ofπ1,
which is a partial coloring, this case converts to case 1 above. On the otherhand, if some color
k ∈ {9, 10, 11, 12} is missing in the neighborhood ofw1, we defineπ1 by settingπ1(w) = k
andπ1(s) = π(s) for all other colored verticess. Then,π1 is also a partial coloring, and under
π1 this case converts to Case 1 above.

3: If three neighbors have the same color and another two are colored withthe same, but different from
above, color and the remaining neighbor is differently colored: Assume without loss of generality that
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π(w) = π(x) = π(y) = 1, π(z) = π(t) = 2, andπ(u) = 3. Any of {w, x, y} can participate in at
most five1, β-dangerous cycles and each suchCv cycle contains two neighbors ofv. Hence, there are
at most seven1, β-dangerousCv cycles and at most five2, β-dangerousCv cycles. Hence, none of
the available colors may be feasible forv. So we proceed by making the following case distinction.

3.a- If any of{w, x, y} is a single vertex: Assume without loss of generality thatw has neighbors
colored 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8. Defineπ1 by settingπ1(w) = 9 and settingπ1(s) = π(s) for all other
colored verticess. Thenπ1 is also a partial coloring. Moreover, underπ1 this case converts to
Case 2 of this section.

3.b- If any of{z, t} is a single vertex: Assume without loss of generality thatz has neighbors colored
4, 5, 6, 7, and 8. Defineπ1 by settingπ1(z) = 9 and settingπ1(s) = π(s) for all other colored
verticess. Thenπ1 is also a partial coloring. Moreover, underπ1 this case converts to subcase
1.c of this section.

3.c- If none of{w, x, y, z, t} is a single vertex: We divide into two sub case.

i. If any of {w, x, y, z, t} has four differently colored neighbors: Then any of{w, x, y, z, t}
can participate in at most four1, β-dangerous cycles and each suchCv cycle contains two
neighbors ofv. Hence, there are at most six1, β-dangerousCv cycles. Similarly, there are at
most four2, β-dangerousCv cycles. Hence, none of the available colors may be feasible for
v. Assume without loss of generality thatw has neighbors colored with colors among 4, 5,
6, 7. The other neighbor ofw should be colored with one among{4, 5, 6, 7}. Let it be 7 and
the alike neighbors ofw bew1 andw2. When any one of the colors in{8, 9, 10, 11, 12} is
found missing in the colored neighborhood ofw1 orw2 then defineπ1 by settingπ1(w) = k,
wherek is a missing color andπ1(s) = π(s) for all other colored verticess. When no color
from {8, 9, 10, 11, 12} is found missing among the colored neighborhood ofw1 andw2,
then defineπ1 by settingπ1(w1) = 2, π1(w) = 9, andπ1 agrees withπ at all other colored
vertices. Under this definition ofπ1, which is a partial coloring, this case converts to Case
2 above.

ii. On the other hand, when all vertices in{w, x, y, z, u} have less than four differently colored
neighbors, then any of{w, x, y} can participate in at most three1, β–dangerous cycles
and each suchCv cycle contains two neighbors ofv. Hence, there are at most four1, β-
dangerousCv cycles. Similarly, there are at most three2, β-dangerousCv cycles. Hence
there are at least two available colors that are feasible forv.

4: When there are three colors with each color appearing at exactly two neighbors: Assume without loss
of generality thatπ(w) = π(x) = 1, π(y) = π(z) = 2, andπ(t) = π(u) = 3. There are at most
five 1, β–dangerousCv cycles for someβ involving the path{w, v, x}, at most five2, β–dangerous
Cv cycles for someβ involving the path{y, v, z} and at most five3, β–dangerousCv cycles for some
β involving the path{t, v, u}. Sincev has 9 available colors and all of them can be involved in
dangerousCv cycles, no color may be feasible forv. We proceed in the following way by making a
case distinction.

4.a- If any of the vertices in{w, x, y, z, t, u} are single: Assume without loss of generality thatw
has neighbors colored with colors 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8. Defineπ1 by settingπ1(w) = 9 and setting
π1(s) = π(s) for all other colored verticess. Thenπ1 is also a partial coloring. Moreover, under
π1 this case converts to Case 2 (subcase) of this Section.

4.b- If none of{w, x, y, z, u} is a single vertex: We make the following case distinction based on the
colors in the neighborhood of the vertices in{w, x, y, z, t, u}.
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i. If all of {w, x, y, z, t, u} have less than three differently colored neighbors: In this case, it
can be shown that there is at least one color that is feasible forv.

ii. If all of {w, x, y, z, t, u} have only three differently colored neighbors: Let us considerw
and the like colored neighbors ofw bew1, w2, andw3. Without loss of generality, letw
have neighbors colored with colors in{4, 5, 6}. There are at most seven dangerous cycles
can be formed using{w1, w2, w3}. Hence one color is available for recoloringw among
colors in{7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 2, 3}. Then define a partial coloringπ1 by settingπ1(w) as
any of the available color andπ1(s) = π(s) for all other colored verticess. Thenπ1is also
a partial coloring. Moreover, underπ1 this case converts to Case 3 above whenπ1(w) = 2
or 3, or else it converts into Case 2 above.

iii. If any of {w, x, y, z, t, u} has four differently colored neighbors. Let it bew. Assume
without loss of generality thatw has neighbors colored with colors in{4, 5, 6, 7} and the
other neighbor is colored with a color among the colors{4, 5, 6, 7}. Let it be 7 and the
alike neighbors ofw be w1 andw2. If any of {8, 9, 10, 11, 12} is found missing in the
neighborhood ofw1 or w2 then defineπ1 by settingπ1(w) = k wherek is the color missing
and π1(s) = π(s) for all other colored verticess. Thenπ1 is also a partial coloring.
Moreover, underπ1 this case converts to Case 2 of Section 4. If none of{8, 9, 10, 11, 12}
is found missing in the neighborhood ofw1 andw2, then defineπ1 by settingπ1(w1) = 2,
π1(w) = 9, andπ1 agrees withπ at all other colored neighbors. Notice thatπ1 is also a
partial coloring and this case converts to case 2 above.

5: When there are two colors with each color appearing at three neighbors: Assume without loss of
generality thatπ(w) = π(x) = π(y) = 1 andπ(z) = π(t) = π(u) = 2. Any of {w, x, y} can
participate in at most five1, β-dangerous cycles and each suchCv cycle contains two neighbors of
v. Hence, there are at most seven1, β-dangerousCv cycles. Similarly, there are at most seven2, β-
dangerousCv cycles. Hence, none of the available colors may be feasible forv. We proceed in the
following way by making a case distinction.

5.a- If any of neighbors ofv is a single vertex: Assume without loss of generality thatw has neighbors
colored with colors 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8. Defineπ1 by settingπ1(w) = 9 and settingπ1(s) = π(s)
for all other colored verticess. Thenπ1 is also a partial coloring. Moreover, underπ1 this case
converts to Case 3 of this Section.

5.b- -If none of the neighbors ofv is a single vertex: We distinguish between the following cases.

i. When all vertices in{w, x, y, z, t, u} have less than four differently colored neighbors there
it can be shown that at least two feasible colors for coloring ofv, thereby completing the
case.

ii. When any of{w, x, y, z, t, u} has four differently colored neighbors: Let it bew and assume
without loss of generality thatw has neighbors colored with colors 3, 4, 5, and 6. The other
neighbor ofw should be colored among colors in{3, 4, 5, 6}. Let it be 6 and the alike
neighbors ofw bew1 andw2. There are at most five dangerous cycles (say 6,7-, 6,8-, 6,9-,
6,10-, and 6,11-) that can be formed. Hence, we recolorw with the remaining color,12
in this case. So, defineπ1 by settingπ1(w) = 12 andπ1(s) = π(s) for all other colored
verticess. Thenπ1 is also a partial coloring and underπ1 this case converts to Case 3 above.

6 : If at least four neighbors are colored with same color and the remainingcolored neighbors are
colored with distinct (different from the above) colors: We treat this case by further looking at the
following three subcases.
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6.a- When there are three colors so that one color appears at four neighbors and remaining two colors
appear exactly at one neighbor each: Assume without loss of generality that π(w) = π(x) =
π(y) = π(z) = 1, π(u) = 2 andπ(t) = 3. There can be at most ten1, α-dangerous cycles and
no color is feasible forv.

If none of{w, x, y, z} is a single vertex, it can be shown that there exists at least one color that is
feasible forv. On the other hand, if all the vertices in{w, x, y, z} are single, assume without loss
of generality thatw is a single vertex. Assume without loss of generality thatw has neighbors
colored with colors 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8. Defineπ1 by settingπ1(w) = 9 and settingπ1(s) = π(s)
for all other colored verticest. Thenπ1 is also a partial coloring. Moreover, underπ1 this case
converts to subcase 1.c of this Section.

6.b- When there are two colors so that one color appears at five neighbors and remaining color is
appears at one neighbor: Assume without loss of generality thatπ(w) = π(x) = π(y) =
π(z) = π(u) = 1 andπ(t) = 2.We proceed in the following way by making a case distinction.

If any of {w, x, y, z, u} is a single vertex, assume without loss of generality thatw is a single
vertex. Letw have neighbors colored with colors 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7. Defineπ1 by settingπ1(w) =
8 and settingπ1(s) = π(s) for all other colored verticess. Thenπ1 is also a partial coloring.
Moreover, underπ1 this case converts to Case (6.a) above.

On the other hand, if none of{w, x, y, z, u} is a single vertex, we proceed as follows. For no
available color feasible forv all of {w, x, y, z, u} must contain four differently colored neigh-
bors. Assume without loss of generality thatw has neighbors colored with colors in{3, 4, 5, 6}
and the other neighbor is colored with a color among the colors{3, 4, 5, 6}. Let it be color 3
and the alike neighbors ofw bew1 andw2. We recolorw as follows. We defineπ1 by setting
π1(w) = k wherek is the color missing from{7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12} in the neighbors list ofw1 and
w2 and settingπ1(s) = π(s) for all other colored verticess. Thus,π1 is a partial coloring and,
underπ1 this case converts to Case (6.a) above.

6.c- When all six neighbors ofv have the same color: Assume without loss of generality thatπ(w) =
π(x) = π(y) = π(z) = π(u) = π(t) = 1. We proceed in the following way by making a case
distinction.

If any of {w, x, y, z, u} is a single vertex, assume without loss of generality thatw has neighbors
colored with colors 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 . We recolorw by defininingπ1 as π1(w) = 7 and
π1(s) = π(s) for all other colored verticest. Thenπ1 is also a partial coloring. Moreover under
π1 this case converts to above Case (6. b).

On the other hand, if none of{w, x, y, z, u} is a single vertex, it can be shown that for no
available color feasible forv at least one of{w, x, y, z, u} must contain four different neighbors.
Assume without loss of generality thatw has neighbors colored with colors in{2, 3, 4, 5} and
the other neighbor ofw is colored with a color among the colors{2, 3, 4, 5}. Let it be color
3 and the alike neighbors ofw bew1 andw2. We now recolorw as follows. We defineπ1 as
π1(w) = k wherek is the color missing from{6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12} in the neighbors list ofw1

andw2and setting,π1(s) = π(s) for all other colored verticess. Thus,π1 is a partial coloring
and, underπ1 this case converts to Case (6.b) above.

7 : When there are two colors so that one color appears at four neighbors and the other color appears
at two neighbors: Assume without loss of generality thatπ(w) = π(x) = π(y) = π(z) = 1, and
π(u) = π(t) = 2. There can be at most ten1, α-dangerous cycles and at most five2, β-dangerous
cycles. Thus, all the ten available colors may not be feasible forv. So, we proceed in the following
way by making a case distinction.
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7.a- Any of{w, x, y, z} is a single vertex: Assume without loss of generality thatw has neighbors
colored with colors 3, 4, 5, 6 and, 7. Defineπ1 by settingπ1(w) = 8 and settingπ1(s) = π(s)
for all other colored verticess. Thenπ1 is also a partial coloring. Moreover, underπ1 this case
converts to Case 3 of this section.

7.b- Any of{t, u} is a single vertex: Assume without loss of generality thatt has neighbors colored
with colors 3, 4, 5, 6 and, 7. We recolor the vertext by definingπ1 asπ1(t) := 8 andπ1(s) :=
π(s) for all other colored verticess. Thenπ1 is also a partial coloring. Moreover, underπ1, this
case converts to Case (6.a) above.

7.c- If none of{w, x, y, z, t, u} is a single vertex: We proceed in the following way by making a case
distinction on the number of2, β-dangerous cycles.

i. If there are four2, β-dangerousCv cycles: Assume without loss of generality they are 2,9-,
2,10-,2,11-, and 2,12- dangerousCv cycles. This implies that four neighbors ofu andt are
colored with colors 9, 10, 11, and 12 and another neighbor should be colored with any color
among{9, 10, 11, 12}. Let it be 9 and the like colored neighbors ofu beu1, u2, i.e.,u1 and
u2 are colored with color 9. When any of{3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8} is missing in the neighborhood
of u1 or u2, we defineπ1 by settingπ1(u) = k wherek is one among the missing colors,
and settingπ1(s) = π(s) for all other colored verticess. Then,π1 is also a partial coloring.
Moreover, underπ1 this case converts to Case 6.a above.

ii. If there are at most three2, β-dangerousCv cycles: For no available color to be feasible for
v there must be at least seven1, β- dangerousCv cycles. Assume without loss of generality
there are 1,3-, 1,4-, 1,5-, 1,6-, 1,7-, 1,8- and 1,9-dangerousCv cycles. This implies that
at least one of{w, x, y, z} must contain four differently colored neighbors. Let it bew.
Assume that four neighbors ofw are colored with colors 3, 4, 5, and, 6 and another neighbor
of w is colored with any of{3, 4, 5, 6}. Let it be3 and the like colored neighbors ofw bew1,
w2, i.e.,w1 andw2 are colored with color 3. When any of the colors in{7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12}
is missing in the neighborhood of any ofw1 or w2, we defineπ1 by settingπ1(w) = k,
wherek is one among the missing colors, and settingπ1(s) = π(s) for all other colored
verticess. Then,π1 is also a partial coloring. Moreover, underπ1 this case converts to Case
3 of this section .

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented a polynomial time algorithm to acyclically colorthe vertices of graphs
whose maximum degree is bounded by 6. The algorithm improves the state-of-the-art by 3 colors by a
careful consideration of the various cases.
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